Life Exam Guarantee

80% of Primerica Reps who get Life Licensed used PassNow

Follow the proven SuccessRightNow Licensing System and use PassNow on POL to prepare to pass your insurance exam.

- Schedule and pay for your insurance exam as soon as possible.
- Complete pre-licensing.
- Earn a “GO GREEN - Ready to Test” on a Practice Test or Focused Exam on PassNow to make sure you’re ready to pass your state insurance exam.
- Whenever possible, test within 5 days of your pre-licensing course completion.

You may qualify for the Life Exam Guarantee to re-test\(^1\) without additional exam fees, if needed.

- Earn a “GO GREEN - Ready to Test” on a Guarantee Exam\(^2\)
- Fax your Exam Score Report* to your Regional Licensing Center (RLC).
- Call the RLC to schedule your insurance exam.

IMPORTANT: It’s only necessary to earn a “GO GREEN” on a Practice Test/Focused Exam ONE TIME, so if you earned a “GO GREEN” before you took the insurance exam, you’re ready to take the Guarantee Exam.

*If you haven’t yet taken the state exam, skip this step and call the RLC to schedule your exam.

\(^1\)If exam fees are preventing you from scheduling your insurance exam, you can qualify for the Guarantee before you test and have Primerica pre-pay your exam fee for you.

\(^2\)You must have earned a “GO GREEN – Ready to Test” on a Practice Test or Focused Exam before you can access the Guarantee Exam.